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Outsunny 4x4m Pop-up Canopy Gazebo Tent with Roller Bag & Adjustable Legs Outdoor Party
Steel Frame White

  View Product 

 Code : 84C-247WT

  
 33% OFF   Sale 

£299.99

£199.99 / exc vat
£239.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

FOLDABLE & PORTABLE: With foldable steel frame this
party tent is convenient to use. Equipped with a bag with
pulleys easy to store and move you can take this steel
frame gazebo to anywhere you want to go
ADJUSTABLE LEGS & REINFORCED FEETS: The
height of camping gazebo can be easy to adjusted up and
down between 3 levels. The feets of the outdoor gazebo
can be fixed into the soil with ground nails for higher
stability
PRACTICAL CANOPY: The garden gazebo is built from
oxford cloth with silver coating to provide UV-protection
offers you a cool place to enjoy your time with friends or
family. The top vents are designed for ventilation and
cooling. Not only can provide air flow our pop up party tent
but also can reduce the situation of being overturned by
wind
VERSATILE USAGE: Our easy open pop up gazebo with
straight leg design and pointed roof offers an open-air feel
for a variety of outdoor activities
DIMENSION: Adjustable Gazebo Overall Dimension: 3.9L
x 3.9W x 2.84H m. Folded Dimension: 129L x 23W x 23H
cm. NOTE: NEED TO BE PUT AWAY ON WINDY OR
RAINY DAYS.
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